News from the Student Representation
February 2023

What we did

The new Students’ Council takes office
Following the students’ elections that took place on the 22nd and 23rd November 2022, the new students’ representatives were elected for the academic structures and central bodies. On the 21st December 2022, the new Students’ Council took office and elected President Gabriele Di Fazio, Vice President Luca Pistore and Secretary Raffaele Amistadi. In January 2023 the Students’ Council Organizational Document was approved: it reports the representatives’ names and expertises for the different University bodies and the Municipal Board of Students. You can find it here.

We are ready to best represent the student community! For any doubt or problem you can contact via email or social media either your Department Representatives or the Students’ Council directly.

Post-test exam evaluation!
Starting from January 2023 it is finally possible to fill in the surveys on the exams’ tests. These offer the students the possibility to evaluate the exams method of implementation, the adequacy of the preparation provided through the lessons in relation to the asked questions and the fairness of the teachers during the test. Compiling the surveys is optional, but we strongly recommend it: it is a useful tool to improve the quality of the didactics. You can find them on Esse3, under the heading “Questionari” > “Student opinion survey on exams”.

New train connections between Trento and Rovereto
Thanks to our efforts in the previous representation mandate, we convinced the train transportation servicer to plan a new connection between Trento and Rovereto. The last train to Rovereto will now depart from Trento at 11:05 PM and will head back from Rovereto to Trento at 11:30 PM.

Moreover, we worked on solving some bugs on the OpenMove app. We also reported some incorrect city bus timetables and TrentinoTrasporti kindly corrected them.

Proposal for a new regulation on Student associations recognized by UniTrento
Together with the Alumni and Fundraising office we are working on a proposal to modify the students’ association accredited to our university regulation, aimed to guarantee more clarity with regard to associations and how to support them.

Monitoring of the University-Third parties agreements for students
Together with the Direction for Students’ services we started to monitor the existing agreements between the University and third parties, with the aim of improving the services offered.
Our goals for this term and organization of the Council’s work
We chose to structure the Students’ Council work into committees with the following thematic areas: university facilities, internship and placement, didactics and transports. These can comprise Student Council components, representatives and volunteers. They will help the single Delegates to gather ideas and to present suggestions to the Student’s Council. Working groups for specific thematic areas (i.e. part-time academic careers) will be activated. The policy objectives for this Student’s Council mandate are being drafted.

We are open to new ideas and suggestions! If you want to join us and help with the representatives’ work, just send an email to presidenteconsigliostudenti@unitn.it and we will get back to you.

Re-designing University Websites
On a proposal from the Web and Social media office, we started a discussion to redesign the University Websites and to make them more accessible and user friendly.

Some things we want to work on…
How to increase the links between Trento and Rovereto, finding new study areas open during the weekend, adding new parking spaces (i.e. in front of CISMED), activating a call-a-bus service to facilitate night outs for who lives far from the city centre… and more is yet to come

You might be interested in

Final discussion: cosa “meritano” la scuola e l’università italiana
Saturday February 25th 2023 at 10:45, the final discussion of the “Falsi miti di progresso: mercato e meritocrazia nell’istruzione” convention, organized by ROARS, will be held in aula Fulvio Zuelli (via Verdi 53, Palazzo di Giurisprudenza). The students representatives: Agnese Tumicelli, Gianmarco Ruvolo and Luca Pistore will intervene. The discussion will be held in Italian.

Learn more.

We wish you a nice second semester!

the Students’ Council
The Student’s Council

About us
The Students’ Council (CdS) is the upper body that expresses the opinions and the political will of all the students of the University of Trento, by the means of Motions and Opinions. Here are discussed topics regarding the community of the University of Trento in general. Deputy delegates are nominated and they work together with their commissions on each specific topic. The Council elects its President, who represents all the students inside and outside our University, and is a member of both the University Governing Board and the Provincial Coordination Committee.
You can find our Regulations, documents, and more details about the CdS on the dedicated section.

Current members of the CdS
Raffaele Amistadi - Secretary
Chiara Bifolchetti - Internationalization and Language Center (CLA)
Vincenzo Coccoluto - representative in the Municipal Board of Students
Livia Crisà - representative in the Academic Senate and in the Municipal Board of Students
Consuelo Daud Gonzalez - Equity and Diversity
Nicola Decarli - Internships and placement
Gabriele Di Fazio - President of the CdS, member of the Board of Directors of the University (CdA)
Otman El Amri - representative in the Joint Committee and in the FormID
Anna Gentile - Didactics, member of the Quality Assurance Committee (PQA)
Giovanni Migotto - Transports
Luca Pistore - Vice President of the CdS
Mattia Rutilli - University facilities, representative in the Library Council (CdB)
Riccardo Sidoti - Welfare, Rector’s delegate to services and relationships with students
Doina Sirbu - Didactics
Agnese Spagnolo Scurti - representative in the FormID
Filippo Stenico - Relationships with the Territory and Associations, member of UniCittà and representative in the Municipal Board of Students
Anna Piccoli - representative in the Joint Committee and in the FormID
Gianmarco Ruvolo - Representative in the Academic Senate
Alessandro Vettori - Environmental Sustainability

Non-member delegates
Chiara Marangoni - Information technologies and digitalization
Filippo Zanei - University facilities